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Introduction

Using this resource

SUPER SITES © are designed to give you a hand to plan exciting and educational learning
experiences outside the classroom.  They are aimed at upper primary and lower secondary
students and focus on a selection of parks and reserves administered by the Department of
Conservation in your region.  The sites chosen represent a range of possibilities and are
reasonably accessible.

The suggested activities encourage learning in the environment, enabling the development of skills,
attitudes and values that students gain from experiences in the environment.

Background notes and activities assist study about the environment, raising levels of knowledge,
understanding, awareness and sensitivity to the environment and environmental issues.

Foster the opportunity to participate, take action and do something for the environment, either as
an individual or a group.

For teachers

More activities are provided in this kit than you may have time for in one visit, so plan your choices
before the trip.

Activities that include an action that will help the environment include 6, 7 and 15.

Activities that involve students in exploration and experimentation in the field include 1, 2, 10
and 12 -14.

Activities with a creative focus include 8, 11 and 16.

Activities requiring students to do investigation and research include 5 and 6.

All the information that students need to complete the activities in this kit are included in the teacher
notes, except where those activities require students to do research.

What to bring

A retractable tape measure is needed for activity one, a hand lens would also be helpful.

A camera and tape measure are needed for activity two.

Students will need pencils/pens and copies of the Forest Detective Worksheets and Leaf Bingo cards.

Activity 10 requires topographical map 260 E45 Winton and E46 Invercargill.

Paper and crayons/soft pencils are needed for leaf rubbings for activities 13 and 14.

Two rubbish bags are required for activity 15.

Cross-curricular or specialised

Getting out of the classroom gives students an opportunity to study the whole environment,
unrestricted by subject barriers. Sites can be used to meet goals from specific curriculum areas, or
different curriculum areas simultaneously. This is an approach that mirrors the interconnectedness
of the environment. For instance, this resource meets the objectives from the Place and
Environment strand of the Social Studies in the New Zealand Curriculum; Body Care and Physical
Safety, and Outdoor Education strands of the Health and PE in the New Zealand Curriculum and the
Planet Earth and Beyond and Living World strands of the Science in New Zealand Curriculum. This
resource also provides excellent opportunities for students to develop essential skills and attitudes
from across the range of curriculum documents.

Education for the environment

Take the opportunity to make students aware that the places they are about to visit are part of the
heritage of all New Zealanders and therefore the responsibility of all. The Environmental CareEnvironmental CareEnvironmental CareEnvironmental CareEnvironmental Care
CodeCodeCodeCodeCode in the margin is a good resource for reinforcing this point.

Protect plants and
animals

Remove rubbish

Keep streams and
lakes clean

Take care with fires

Keep to the tracks

Respect our cultural
heritage

Enjoy your visit

Toitu te whenua (leave
the land undisturbed)

Tui
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Safety

Warning – Groups should keep to the track as sink holes (collapsed caves) are a feature of this
limestone landscape.

Schools are reminded of the need to do a risk analysis and management plan for their visit (your
school Board of Trustees is ultimately responsible). Helpful documents include:

• Education Outside the Classroom: Guidelines for Best Practice (Ministry of Education 1995)

• Managing Risks in Outdoor Activities (Mountain Safety Manual 27, 1993)

• Water Safety Across the Curriculum (Water Safety New Zealand, 2000)

Pre and post-visit activities

To get the best value from a field trip, teachers should plan good lead-in and follow-up activities. If
students have some formative ideas about what they might be about to find, they will observe in a
more focused way and therefore develop their concepts.

Here are some suggestions:

Pre visit

• Calculate your ecological footprint (see Ministry for the Environment website listed in the Links
section) – the area of Earth needed to support your lifestyle.  Compare your ecological
footprint with someone of your age living in this environment 200 years ago.  What does this
mean for sustainability?

• Social History.  Who has lived in the Forest Hill area in the past?  How did they affect the
environment?  Think about food gathering, timber milling, peat harvest, wetland draining,
pasture development, limestone quarrying etc.  Use your research skills to make a simple
timeline poster (use time blocks rather than dates e.g.  pre-human, Mäori settlement, European
settlement, present day), show how our need for resources has created today’s landscape.
Extend your timeline into the future, what might we be taking from the land in the future?  What
might we be giving back to the land?  Why?

• Find out what the students know about DOC. Is there a DOC office in their area? What sorts of
things does a DOC ranger do?  Check out the DOC web site, www.doc.govt.nz

• Dictionary exercise: native, indigenous, exotic, endemic.  What do these words mean? Can you
make a list of species under each heading?  Think of a way to help yourself remember the
meaning of these words – you could make up a poem or song, perform a skit or make a poster.

• Brainstorm what the term biodiversity means.  Use the DOC website to find out about the NZ
Biodiversity strategy.  How do the goals and actions in this relate to the site you are visiting?
What is DOC doing?

• Use maps and other resources to gather information about the geology and geography of the area.

Pre-visit Activity: Be Prepared

(Acknowledgement: Department of Conservation West Coast Tai Poutini Conservancy)

One of the most important risk minimisation strategies you can undertake is to involve the
students in this aspect of planning.

Here is an activity for you to try.

1 Locate the Super Site you are visiting.  Use maps and practise grid references and
compass directions.

2 Plan the trip.  Still working with the map, guess (or calculate) how long it would take to get
there.  How will you travel there?

3 What kind of place or environment is it?  See if anyone has been there before.  Brainstorm
what students already know about the site.  What do they think they will see there?  Make
a list or draw a picture.

Morepork - Ruru
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4 Think about danger and safety.  As a class, or in small groups, tell the students to look at
their list or picture of the site and think of dangers to themselves and their classmates.
For every danger, see if they can think of a way to make it safe.  For example:

DANGER/RISK! KEEPING ME SAFE
Getting lost in the bush Stay with my group
Getting cold and wet Take warm, waterproof clothing
Falling and tripping Watch footing, appropriate footwear and behaviour
Dehydration/heat stroke Carry plenty of water, wear hat

5 Now, think about the safety of the environment or place you are visiting, especially the
impact students will have on that environment.  Ask students to go back to their original
list or picture of the site and think about how they can be a danger to the environment and
what they can do about it.  Make a list similar to the previous one.  For example:

MY IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENT HOW I CAN STOP IT
Disturbing the wildlife Walk along quietly and carefully
Trampling plants Keep to the track and watch my footing
Dropping litter Put wrappers in my pocket, pick up litter
Breaking twigs off trees and plants as I walk past Keep to the middle of the track and leave plants alone

You could compare your list with the Environmental Care Code on page 3.

Note:  If the site is a Mäori historical site, it will be of special significance and should also be
included in your discussions.

You could use this list and the ‘Health and Safety’ list to create a class “Safety Code” for the
students to follow during your visit.  They could each make a copy.  Test them regularly before
the trip to see how many of the points they can remember.  Take these with you on your trip
and check that students use them.

Activity: Making the Rules

The “Be Prepared” activity could be a starter for this activity.  Split the class into groups and
get each group to put together 5 rules to follow when out on the trip.  After 15 minutes bring the
class together to discuss their chosen rules, and compile one list of 10 rules on the board for
the whole class to follow when on the trip.  The students can then make posters or pocket
cards of these “10 Commandments of Safety”.  The posters can be put up in the classroom
and the cards taken with them on the trip.

Fantail - Pïwakawaka

Brown creeper - pïpipi
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Forest Hill Scenic Reserve

The dramatic forms of weathered limestone and views over the Southland Plains add further
interest to this forest walk.  The Department of Conservation reserve protects a valuable remnant of
the rich forest community that would have once covered the limestone outcrops of the plains.

Derek Turnbull Walking Track

This track is maintained to walking track standard.  It is steep in places but is well graded, and
takes around two hours to walk one way.  There is a toilet, picnic tables and a shelter at the
Tussock Creek Picnic Area. Thirty minutes into the walk there is a giant rätä tree (fallen).  Impressive
limestone outcrops are reached further on. Groups with time are encouraged to include the Loop
Walking Track, which will add a further 30 minutes to their walk as they approach the Forest Hill end
of the track.  There is a toilet and picnic tables at the Forest Hill Picnic Area. The shortest route
between the two car parks, for vehicles, is the unsealed Cooper Road.

Loop Walking Track

If you do not have time to walk the whole track you can adapt activities to suit the Loop Track which is
a one hour return walk from the Forest Hill picnic area.  There is a lookout over the Southland Plains.

Warning –  Groups should keep to the track as sink holes (collapsed caves) are a
feature of this limestone landscape.
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Geology of Forest Hill

If you drink milk, these hills are literally ‘in your bones’.

Ancient Sea Beds

Sometime between 25 and 15 million years ago the weathered limestone boulders that are a feature
of Forest Hill were sediment on the floor of a shallow sea that covered much of what is now
Southland.  Imagine salt water lapping as far inland as Gore, the water teeming with sea life and the
forests alive with birds, reptiles and invertebrates.

On the sea floor sediments formed slowly as shellfish and other marine creatures died and their
calcite-rich bodies accumulated.

Lifted and Tilted

Over geological time sea levels fell and the flat-lying limestone beds were uplifted and slightly tilted
by movements in the Earth’s crust.   Much of the limestone from this period has been eroded away
but Forest Hill survives as part of a band of low hills that runs from Tussock Creek to Centre Bush
and as far west as Castle Rock.

Recycled Rock

The limestone boulders at Forest Hill have been eroded, largely by water, but the dissolved
limestone hasn’t simply washed away, some of it has solidified to form stalactites and other cave
decorations in water-worn chambers below the ground.

Beneath a limestone landscape there is often a system of limestone caves, worn into the rock by
water during wetter periods in the region’s past. The Weta Cave, 10 minutes from the Forest Hill
end of the walk, gives a hint at the complex nature of the rock beneath this reserve, while the
ongoing weathering  of the limestone outcrops points to continuing changes in the above ground
landscape.

Cave Formations

Limestone caves often contain stalactites and other calcite formations.  They form as water from
the surface seeps underground. Rain trickles through the soil and absorbs carbon dioxide from
decaying vegetation to become a weak carbonic acid solution.  Being mildly acid, the water
dissolves calcite as it passes through tiny cracks and crevasses in the limestone.  When the water
enters the cave, the carbon dioxide in the water makes bubbles (the same thing happens when you
open a bottle of fizzy lemonade) and escapes into the atmosphere.  Suddenly, the water is no
longer acidic and cannot hold onto the calcite. Tiny new crystals of calcite form as the water droplet
falls.  A million drops later the accumulation of tiny calcite crystals has formed a stalactite.

Stone in your Bones

The limestone hills of Southland have been an important factor in the region’s agricultural
prosperity. Southland soils were created by forests and swamps, they are acid, and not ideal for
pasture.  When land is dressed with lime (calcium carbonate) the pH level of the soil increases,
unlocking plant nutrients, increasing water take-up and retention and encouraging microorganisms.

Plants need calcium to grow, it is one of the 16 essential plant nutrients.

Humans need it too; our bones are 99% calcium phosphate, nearly all of which comes from the
food we eat (drinking water contains traces of calcium).  Vegetable crops, like other plants, take up
calcium from the soil.  Our bodies absorb some of this calcium when we eat vegetables.  Dairy
cows eat a lot of grass and convert it into milk.  Because cows’ milk is intended for calves, which
need to build strong bones quickly, it is very high in calcium.  Dairy products and green leafy
vegetables are also good sources of calciums.

For groups not visiting the limestone outcrops, activities one and two may be adapted
for other sites (see “The Walk”, page 3).
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Activity 1: In the Environment. Measuring Time

Measure a limestone boulder and estimate how many years it took to form.

Look at the boulders with a hand lens and see if you can spot any shell fragments.  Take a
tape measure and measure two vertical centimetres of rock.  This would have taken around
1000 years to form.  Measure the height of one of the boulders.  How many thousands, or
hundreds of thousands of years did the limestone that this boulder is made of take to form?
Now, think, beneath your feet are hundreds more metres of limestone – the accumulation  of
several million years’ worth of marine life.

One cubic metre of limestone weighs around 2700 kilos.  Find a small boulder and measure its
height and width.  Can you estimate how many cubic metres this boulder is?  Multiply the
number of cubic metres by the weight per cubic metre to work out the weight of the boulder.

Activity 2: In the Environment. Stalactite Stacey

This site will change during your life time; create an archive to prove it.

Find the tiny stalactite at about head height on a boulder lying across other boulders on the
track side.  Measure it, but avoid touching as the oil from skin can affect the way water flows
over the surface of limestone and may stunt the stalactite’s growth.  Take a class photo
featuring your stalactite (you might like to name it) and include it in a trip archive for future
generations of students at your school.  Look around you for other things that will change over
time; measure hollows or fractures in the limestone, the girth of young trees, the spread of
lichens and the dimensions of rotten logs.  Estimate how long it will take before these things will
look any different.   Draw a map so that they can be found again, add map references or plot
with a GPS.  Back at school assemble an archive of things from your trip. Imagine someone
looking at the items you collected in 10 years time, or 20, 50 or 100 years.  Try to choose
things that will paint a picture of your trip today, like a forest detective worksheet and a weather
report.  Even your snack bar wrappings might be a curiosity to someone in the future!  Decide
when you first want your archive opened and write the date clearly on the cover. Now, how can
you be sure someone will open it?  Come up with a plan.

Activity 3: About the Environment. Lime Green Grass

What’s the connection between an ancient sea shell, and you?

Put these words in order and use a flowchart to show the connection between an ancient
shellfish and your own bones.

Grass, 20 million year old shellfish, me, sedimentary rock, cow, agricultural lime, milk.

Activity 4:  About the Environment.  Moving Mountains

What changes could quarrying make to the landscape?

Between 300 and 400 tonnes of limestone are quarried from the Southland landscape per year,
for agricultural purposes alone.  The volume of a tonne of limestone is around 0.521 cubic
metres. How many cubic metres of limestone are quarried per year?  Limestone is essential to
agriculture, but what impact could quarrying it have on the landscape of Southland in the future?
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Natural and Human History

A Precious Remnant

Forest Hill is an enormously important Southland reserve. It is valuable as a place for Southlanders
and visitors to enjoy the natural environment, as a precious remnant of the type of vegetation that
once covered the limestone hills of the region, and as a refuge for native birds, lizards and
invertebrates. Imagine how much less interesting the landscape would be without these forested hills.

Human Impacts

A thousand years ago, before the arrival of the first humans, both hills and plains were forested.
Early people burnt some of the vast forest, but when the first Europeans arrived large patches still
remained in the mosaic of vegetation that covered the land.  From around 1860, farming lead to the
conversion of tussock country and shrubland (much of which had grown up to replace the burnt
forest) to pasture.  Most of the remaining forest vanished too, as timber mills were set up to
process wood for building the new settlements.

Over the years the present day Forest Hill Reserve has included an area of settlers’ reserve for
fence posts, firewood and building timber, a fuel reserve for firing lime from the local quarry and a
State Forest for milling.

In his book, Forest Hill 1861-1878 (available in the reference section of the Invercargill Public Library),
Duncan McNeil wrote ‘But axe and fire are fast completing their relentless work of destruction.  In
years not far distant, these hills, stripped naked, will preserve no trace to suggest to the imagination
that magnificent forest which will have melted from sight as if it had been an insubstantial mirage.’

Fortunately Forest Hill was protected for its scenic values in 1938 and  gazetted as a reserve in 1979.

Activity 5: About the Environment. What’s in a Name?

Both European and Mäori place names can tell us a lot about the past.

The name Forest Hill is descriptive of the reserve.  Look at maps of Southland.  How many
names describe a landscape that has changed?

For example Spar Bush no longer has bush, Waikiwi is no longer home to kiwi (use a Mäori-
English dictionary to decipher the possible meaning of some Mäori place names) and the
‘Crossing’ in road names like Forest Hill Crossing Road refers to rail crossings, but the railway
is no longer in use).

Just as shell fragments in limestone are clues to the past, these ‘word fossils’ hint at changes
the landscape has undergone since humans arrived. Can you find a photograph (museum,
book or family album) that shows one of these areas when it still suited its name?

Super Southland

All Southlanders know that Southland is special; a combination of cultural heritage and natural history
make it different to anywhere else in New Zealand, and anywhere else in the world.  One of the many
things that help to distinguish Southland from other places is the native plants. Forest Hill shows the
original character of Southland’s limestone hills and is part of what makes Southland unique today.

Rare Treasures

Many plants are part of our rural and urban landscape but also exist in their own complex plant
communities.  Some plants are rare; Southland has 22 species of plant that are classified as either
endangered or vulnerable. These include mistletoe, threatened by possum browse;  the tree daisy
Olearia hectori, threatened by wetland draining and Gunnera hamiltonii, one of New Zealand’s rarest
plants (found only on Stewart Island and at a few locations on the Southland coast). Reserves give
plants some protection from their main threats; humans and browsing animals. They are also a
haven for birds.

Along with large pockets of forest at Otatara, Forest Hill Scenic Reserve provides the best
remaining habitat for native bird species in the Southland Plains. It has good populations of grey
warbler, bellbird, tui, fantail, tomtit, rifleman, silver eye, kukupa/kereru and brown creeper.
Morepork and shining cockoo are also regularly recorded.
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Under Threat

Unfortunately no one can remember a time when the trees of Southland were visited by clowning
käkä and noisy käkäriki. In the south käkä are now seldom seen outside of Fiordland and Stewart
Island. Birds are as important to trees as trees are to birds; they pollinate flowers, spread seeds
and control harmful insects.

Meeting the Challenge

We can help to keep the special plant communities and bird populations of Southland alive and
thriving.  We can even hope to bring back bird species that have abandoned the forests.  Forest
Hill could again be home to käkä, käkäriki, möhua and even weka and kiwi at some point in the
future.  One thing that could help this bright future come about would be if more privately owned
patches of bush were protected.

Campaign for Conservation

 Besides reserves like Forest Hill, there are many small remnants of privately owned bush dotted
through out Southland.  These remnants are valuable to birds, which visit them in search of insects,
nectar and berries.  A bird might roost in one patch but visit several others in search of food.
Unfortunately many of these patches are in poor health and some will disappear altogether unless
they are protected from browsing stock, invading weeds, possums and, in some cases, tree felling.

Advice and financial assistance is available to help people protect natural vegetation on their land.

Activity 6: For the Environment. Saving for the Future

Plan an advertising campaign to inspire land owners to protect bush remnants.

Brainstorm an advertising campaign aimed at encouraging owners of bush remnants to
protect them.  Use every type of media you can think of and create advertisements for
different age groups.   Create a portfolio for your campaign setting out its aims, the age
groups your ads will be targeting, and what media you will use for each group.  Explain or
illustrate each idea and use a story board to illustrate your plans for television advertisements.

To find out more about assistance for landowners, research QEII Covenants (helps
landowners protect significant natural and cultural features on their land)
www.nationaltrust.org.nz , Enviro Funds (financial assistance for groups or individuals
restoring areas of vegetation) www.envirofunz.org.nz  and ENZERN (the New Zealand
Ecological Restoration Network  www.members.bush.org.nz

Perhaps you can put some or all of your campaign into action!

Possums

Possums at Forest Hill

The vegetation of Forest Hill is vigorous and healthy.  The rätä trees have dense, bushy crowns and
on the forest floor there are plenty of leafy seedlings. As you walk through the track you may see
some possum sign such as gnaw marks and scratches on tree trunks but most of these scars are
disappearing under a covering of moss and lichen, a clue that possum numbers are much lower
than they used to be in this reserve.

Forest Hill hasn’t looked this good in a long time.  In the late 1980s possum browse was causing
large gaps to appear in the canopy and the forest floor was bare of palatable seedlings. Action was
taken and during the 1990 – 91 season with 2664 possums trapped and poisoned within the Forest
Hill Scenic Reserve and a further 1000 removed in 1997.

Possum Impacts

If possum numbers had not been brought under control, the canopy trees of the forest would
eventually have died.  Possums love the new growth on branch tips and will browse this, night after
night, season after season.  The tree continues putting energy into producing more and more leaves,
without ever getting any return, since the leaves are eaten before they can serve their function as the
tree’s food factories. It can take as little as three years for a healthy rätä tree to be browsed to death.
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On the forest floor, possums eat the seedlings of canopy trees, so when
the adults die there are no young canopy trees to take their place.
Possums also compete with native birds, lizards and invertebrates
by eating the flowers and fruit that these creatures need to survive.
Possums even eat eggs and nestlings, so their presence has a

serious impact on the forest environment.

Health Hazard

Possums are unwelcome in New Zealand for another reason; they can infect stock with a bacterial
infection called Bovine Tuberculosis.  This disease costs the farming industry millions of dollars a year,
and as possums are the main carriers, strenuous efforts are made to keep numbers under control.

Here to Stay

The first possums to arrive in New Zealand were landed at Riverton in 1837. They were brought
here from Australia to start a fur trade and have made themselves very much at home; New
Zealand now has an estimated 70 million possums.

Under Control

Forest Hill has responded very well to possum control, with a thickening canopy, plenty of
seedlings appearing on the forest floor and an increase in the bird population.  All areas of bush
can benefit from possum control.

Activity 7: For the Environment. Wanted, Not!

Design a wanted poster for a pest

Raise awareness of the damage that possums can do to the forest by making a ‘Wanted’
poster for a possum (or another pest such as stoat, ferret or wild cat).  Think of ways in which
the environment might recover without the pest, and state this as a reward.

Think – What is your message? Who is your message aimed at?

Use – A slogan or rhyme, legible writing, colour and space, an eye catching picture.

Ask a garden centre, library, The Invercargill Environment Centre in the SIT arcade,
Environment Southland or the Department of Conservation to display your posters.

The Giant Rätä

Half an hour’s walk up the track from the Tussock Creek Picnic Area you will reach the giant rätä.  In
February 2005, this tree fell.  Only time will tell if it will re-grow from the fallen trunk, or simply rot
down and be absorbed by the forest around it.

Some of the tötara in this forest are over 800 years old, but rätä generally live only two or three
hundred years, so at around 500 years of age this tree was truly a mätua of its species.

Think of the changes that this tree lived through.  When it germinated, this forest was home to käkä,
kiwi and weka.  Birds that are now extinct, like the piopio or native thrush, lived here. Kiore had
already been here for many rat generations, eating seeds, invertebrates, eggs and nestlings.   By
the time the tree was two hundred years old, Forest Hill would have been part of an established
mahinga kai route, visited seasonally by Tangata Whenua and their dogs on birding expeditions.
By three hundred, the first large rats, deserters from early sealing and whaling ships, may have
arrived.  By the time the tree had reached 400 years of age, its forest had begun to shrink as
European settlers cleared the land for farming.  New animals like pigs and cats, stoats and ferrets
appeared for the first time.  Käkä, kiwi and weka vanished, their calls replaced by the songs of
blackbirds and thrushes introduced by settlers to remind them of home.  None of these changes
harmed the tree, even though they changed its forest.  Finally, however, possums arrived and
began to browse the ancient tree’s leaves. As the weakening tree neared its five hundredth year,
even the tui and korimako  began to desert the forest.  Luckily, people stepped in and began
working hard to control the possums, and today the old rätä’s forest is recovering.

“Never touch a sick possum.
It may have Bovine Tuberculosis

and could make YOU ill!”

Giant rätä.
Photo: Wynston Cooper
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Activity 8: In the Environment.  If Trees Could Talk…

Write a tree’s eye view of the last five hundred years.

The giant rätä has fallen, but whether it regenerates or rots away it is still an important part of the
forest.  Look at the fallen tree carefully, is it beginning to rot?  Are other plants growing on it?  If
so, how many different types of plant can you count? Is there more growth on the forest floor
now that the old tree is no longer shading it?  Can you see a new rätä growing up to replace the
old one, or is the old tree itself sprouting fresh growth?  Think about its future, and its past.

Back in the classroom - If this tree could talk, what might it tell you about its experience of the
last half century?

This activity can be adapted for use on the Loop Track as the trees there are nearly as old.

Medicinal Plants

Puke Ngahere/Puke Kahere

Forest Hill was known as Puke Ngahere/Puke Kahere to Tangata Whenua and was part of a
mahinga kai, or food gathering route.  Besides edible plants, this forest also contains many plants
used in traditional medicine.  Early Tangata Whenua lived very active lives and were strong and fit.
However, in common with other pre-industrial societies, their lives were short, with few living longer
than forty years. The hardships of an active life in a cold climate eventually caused health problems
like arthritis.

Traditional Medicine

A wide range of plants were used for healing, but not in the way that we take a medicine or use an
ointment today.  Traditional medicine was holistic, the tohunga (specialist) exploring the patient’s
spiritual, psychological, emotional, cultural, social and environmental situation as he sought the
appropriate cure.  Rongoä (medicine), mirimiri (massage) and karakia (prayer/incantation) were
combined to treat injury and illness.  A simple first aid remedy, such as harakeke/flax sap which will
sooth a chafe or burn, could be collected respectfully by the person who needed it with a silent
karakia.  More specialized remedies however, had to be gathered and prepared by a tohunga.

In 1907 a law was passed banning tohunga from practicing.  This law was finally repealed in 1963,
and in 1999 the Ministry of Health legitimized the status of Tikanga Rongoä Mäori within the modern
health system.

Tried and True

Chemical analysis of the plants used by Mäori shows that most contain compounds now proven to
help the ailments for which they were used.  Native plant extracts and synthesized versions (man-
made copies) of compounds found in traditional healing plants are used commercially today.  The
best known of these is mänuka or New Zealand Tea Tree oil.  Oil from the mänuka plant has
antifungal and antibacterial properties.  Its traditional uses included the treatment of colds (using a
vapour bath) and infected wounds (using a poultice).  Early Mäori did not have the technology to
extract oil from plants in the same way that we do today, but their remedies were nonetheless
effective.

Rätä, tötara, matai, rimu, poroporo, kareaopirita/supplejack, tarätä/lemonwood, kötukutuku/
fuchsia and kowhai are among the traditional medicinal plants you will see at Forest Hill.

Do not experiment with traditional medicinal plants without guidance, as many are
poisonous if not prepared correctly.

Activity 9: About the Environment. The Forest as a Pharmacy

Explore the healing properties of native plants (Recipes are on page 22).
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The Walk

Use the Forest Detective Worksheets and Leaf Bingo cards as you walk the track.

The fallen rätä that is the focus of activity 8 (If trees could talk…) is sited 30 minutes walk from the
Tussock Creek Picnic Area.  If you are not walking from the Tussock Creek end of the track,
choose one of the large rätä on the Loop Walking Track, as they are nearly as old.

The limestone outcrops make a good lunch stop and are the site of activities 1 (Measuring time)
and 2 (Stalactite Stacey).  Note that if you are walking the track from the Forest Hill end, you pass a
smaller outcrop before reaching the larger one.

Activity 10:  In the Environment.  Put Yourself on the Map

Use a map to get your bearings

From the lookout on the Loop Walking Track use topographical map 260 E45 Winton to
identify as many features as you can. What is the map reference for the view point you are at?

Find a limestone quarry, a small wetland area, a manmade pond (how can you tell it is not a
natural pond?), a road, a pine plantation, a bush remnant and a range of hills.

Draw an outline of the view on an A4 sheet of paper.  Draw an outline of the vegetation in the
foreground and an outline of the hills in the background and fill in the mid ground with features
you have identified using your map.

Well done! You have just drawn the type of map the earliest European explorers created!

(Space is restricted at the lookout so please restrict student numbers for safety, and to protect
the vegetation.)

Activity 11:  In the Environment. Images and Imaginings

Stop and quietly observe the forest

Stop your group on one of the darker and more densely forested sections of track.  Space
students out a little and have them sit in stillness and silence for two or more minutes.  What do
they notice about their environment after this time that they weren’t aware of when they first
stopped?

Depending on your group, let students sit quietly and plan a piece of art work or creative
writing inspired by the plant forms around them, or have a brain-storming session to share the
craziest and most creative ideas you can come up with for a short story about the plants of
the forest.  For example, what if fierce lancewoods really were fierce? What if rätä trees ate
possums?  What if supplejack grew a metre a minute?  Create a story by starting with one
sentence and a joiner ( eg ‘and then’, ‘suddenly’ etc) until everyone has had a turn and the wild
tale is told!
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Standing up to the Wind

Several factors help to prevent trees from being blown over by strong winds.  Roots anchor the
tree, leaves bend on their stems to shed wind, and each tree grows differently depending on how
much wind it is exposed to.

Often the death and collapse of an old tree is followed by the fall of some of its neighbours.  They may
be perfectly healthy, but they cannot cope with the wind to which they have suddenly been exposed.
The amount of wind an area gets effects what type of trees grow there, and even how those trees grow.

When a trunk or branch flexes in the wind, sap cells are compressed on one side of the bend, and
stretched on the other.  As the compressed cells straighten, extra sap is pumped into them.
Movement strengthens the tree and it is this ‘exercise’ that causes forest trees on windy ridges to
grow differently to those in sheltered areas.

While the leaves overhead flex to minimise the force of the wind against the tree, the roots beneath
the ground help to anchor it.  Lateral roots steady the tree by acting like the guy ropes on a tent.

The largest trees need a little extra help; look out for buttress roots at the base of large trunks.

The next exercise is best done on a ridge section of track on a windy (but not severely windy) day.

See the DOC website for the entertaining class activity ‘Build a Tree’ (suitable for outdoors or in the
classroom).

Activity 12: In the Environment.  Hug a Tree

A windy day activity

On a windy day you can hug trees of different shapes and sizes to feel how they respond to
the wind.  Press your ear against the trunk and listen for sounds as the tree flexes.

Leaves and wind

Starting where you first enter the forest, collect as many different shaped leaves as you can (collect
fallen leaves only).  When you stop for a break, listen to the sound of the wind in the canopy.  Far
above your head, every leaf is bending on its stem so that it can shed as much wind as possible.
On a windy day, the sound may be a roar.  No wonder the largest trees in the forest have the
smallest leaves!  The largest trees in this forest are podocarps, native trees of the conifer group.

Activity 13: In the Environment. AeroDYNAMIC Leaves

Use the leaves you have collected to conduct this experiment.

Hold each leaf by its stem and blow it.  Which leaves deflect the passing wind-stream most
effectively?  Which leaves are best designed for a tall tree that is exposed to strong wind?  Which
do you think would be most easily damaged by wind?  Rate the leaves on a scale of 1 to 5, with
one being the least suitable for a large wind tree growing on a windy site and 5 the most suitable.

Make a tracing, rubbing or sketch of each leaf and write down which leaves you think are best
designed for a tall tree. Look around you and try to find the trees that the leaves came from.

Keep the leaves for the next activity.

What is the working life of a leaf?

New Zealand winters are mild compared to those in much of the Northern Hemisphere.  There,
trees simply shut down in the autumn, discarding leaves and abandoning photosynthesis until the
spring.  Most New Zealand natives retain their leaves and continue to feed and grow, at a reduced
rate, in the winter.   The leaves are tough and are intended to last for two or more years.  They tend
to be a little less efficient at photosynthesis than thinner leaves, but in the long run may cost the tree
less energy because they have to be replaced less often.  Two native deciduous trees grow at
Forest Hill.  They are kötukutuku/fuchsia, and kowhai (both may retain their leaves in warmer areas).
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Activity 14: In the Environment.  Leaf Life

Which plants are deciduous, and which are evergreen?

Collect leaf rubbings, tracings or sketches of leaves collected from the forest floor during the
course of your walk.  Include notes on the thickness of each leaf and make a guess whether
the leaf is designed to last for one season (deciduous) or several (evergreen).

Recycled leaves

Take a close look at the forest floor.  This is where leaves end up at the end of their working life.
Here, bacteria, fungi and invertebrates break them down (along with other organic matter like dead
wood and animals) into food for growing plants.  The forest recycles to the max!

Our planet sustains life by continually recycling air, water and organic matter.  Alarmingly, human activities
are now damaging the systems that carry out these functions.  Fewer and fewer human populations
around the world enjoy clean air and water.  Foreign elements like pesticides and heavy metals are being
incorporated into the food web as waste from human manufacture breaks down but fails to biodegrade.

We will need to make changes to the way we live if these life support systems are to recover and
continue sustaining life on Earth for future generations.

One simple thing we can all do to help the planet is to reduce the amount of waste we produce.

Activity 15: For the Environment. Pack it Out

Take your rubbish back to school for this experiment

Collect all the food scraps and wrappings from snacks and lunch on your field trip.  Put
biodegradable material in one bag and non-biodegradable material in another (include plastic
covered cardboard in this category).  After the trip, itemise or photograph the rubbish and place
it in two mesh onion bags or nylon tight legs.  Bury in good, moist soil and leave for three
months.  When you unearth your rubbish, what changes do you observe? If this waste had gone
into the rubbish bin it would have ended up in a landfill.  Find out where your local landfill is and
investigate how getting a school worm farm would help reduce the amount of rubbish your
school contributes to it.  Try estimating how much lunch rubbish your school generates in a year.
How else can you reduce the amount of waste created by school lunches?

Pseudopanax ferox, the fierce lancewood

The natural vegetation of Forest Hill differs from that of the plains because of the limestone on
which it grows. Rätä were rare on the flat, but grew in abundance on the fertile, well drained ridges
of the limestone hills.  These fertile soils also allowed one of Forest Hill’s most distinctive plants, the
fierce lancewood, to flourish.  This striking plant is nationally uncommon and, in Southland, is
generally found only in rich soil on stream margins.

Young lancewoods (both the fierce and common types), look entirely different from adults.  The
young plant has narrow, downward slanting leaves that grow off a single narrow stem.  Its shape
helps it to grow upwards through competing undergrowth.  The tough, skinny leaves would also
have discouraged browsing by the largest native herbivore in the New Zealand forest, the extinct
moa.  Once the young plant has grown above three metres in height (the height to which the largest
moa could browse), it begins to produce leaves that are softer and have a fleshier, more typically
leaf-like shape.  Fierce lancewoods have much more jagged juvenile leaves than common
lancewoods.  They are found in small, isolated communities in both the North and South Islands.
The Mäori name for lancewood is horoeka.

Look for fierce lancewoods on the Tussock Creek side of the limestone outcrops and on the Loop Track.

Activity 16: In the Environment. Art Attack

Sketch down some ideas to develop back in the classroom

The fierce lancewood has been described as a tree crossed with a chainsaw.  Its dramatic form
makes it a great subject for a piece of artwork.  Imagine it in textiles, or metal, or on the cover of the
Southland telephone directory!  Sketch down some ideas.  Gently take a tracing or rubbing of a
growing leaf. Back in the classroom use your field sketches to develop your piece of artwork.
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Forest Hill Forest Detective Work SheetsForest Hill Forest Detective Work SheetsForest Hill Forest Detective Work SheetsForest Hill Forest Detective Work SheetsForest Hill Forest Detective Work Sheets
Time of year: __________ Time of day: __________ Weather:_________

Light levels
Before entering forest

Ten paces into forest

Fifty paces into forest

Temperature
Before entering forest

Ten paces into forest

Fifty paces into forest

Wind
Before entering forest

Ten paces into forest

Fifty paces into forest

Plants
If possum numbers are low you should be able to find an area with lots of
little trees growing on the forest floor.

Can you see an adult tree of the same type as the seedlings?

(If no, how do you think the seed got there?)

How many seedlings are growing on one patch of forest floor the size of this
worksheet?

My group deduces that the forest is regenerating Well/Poorly (delete one)

0                          10 paces                  50 paces
full sunlight

deep shade

Distance into forest

0                          10 paces                  50 paces
hot

Icy cold

Distance into forest

0                          10 paces                  50 paces
still air

strong wind

Distance into forest
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Flowers
Find 3 different flowers and complete this informtaion chart.

1 2 3

Sizes

Colour

Scent Y/N

Did you see any insects on the flowers?

Did you see any clues that birds have visited the flowers (feathers,
droppings)?

What foods do you think insects and birds gather from flowers?

Berries
Find 3 different berries and complete this informtaion chart.

1 2 3

Size

Colour

Many birds eat berries.  How do you think this helps the plant?

How long is the longest leaf you can find?

How short is the shortest?

Plant Eaters
Find 3 leaves with holes in them. Name three mini beasts (invertebrates) that
could have made these holes.

1 2 3

Can you see any slime trails or droppings on the leaves?

Possum sign – Did you see half eaten leaves?

                   Did you see possum droppings?

                   Did you see possum gnaw marks on tree trunks?

                   Did the gnaw marks look recent? Old?

My group deduces that possum numbers are High? Low?

Predators
Spider webs – find three different types of web in three different places.

Describe the shape and size of each web and where you found it.  Did you see
any spiders or any prey in the webs?

1

2

3

What other predators might live in this forest?
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Decomposers
Find 3 different types of fungi and complete this informtaion chart.

1                                2                            3

Size

Colour

Growing on

Fungi are decomposers; they spread fine white fungal threads through
whatever they grow on. Working as a class, look for fungal threads in wet
wood or leaf litter.   Did you find any?

Borer Holes
The insects that made these holes eat wood.

Are the holes in dead wood?

Live wood?

My group deduces that borer do/don’t harm trees (delete one)

Litter
Did you see litter?

Give yourself a star if you picked it up!

Leaf BingoLeaf BingoLeaf BingoLeaf BingoLeaf Bingo
Did you find Climbing rätä Tataramoa/bush lawyer

Kareaopirita/supplejack Horoeka/lancewood

Horopito/pepperleaf Coprosma

Makawe/hanging spleenwort Peka-waka/orchid

Käpuka/broadleaf

“Looking for flowers?
Stop and look up for two

minutes!”
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Leaf Bingo – Sheet OneLeaf Bingo – Sheet OneLeaf Bingo – Sheet OneLeaf Bingo – Sheet OneLeaf Bingo – Sheet One

Climbing Rätä
This climber uses tiny roots on its stems to creep up tree
trunks.

Tätarämoa/Bush Lawyer
Hooks on the underside of this plant’s leaves help it

to climb.

Kareaopirita/Supplejack
This climber leans against other plants and twines its

way up into the sunshine.
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Leaf Bingo – Sheet TwoLeaf Bingo – Sheet TwoLeaf Bingo – Sheet TwoLeaf Bingo – Sheet TwoLeaf Bingo – Sheet Two

Coprosma (divaricating)
Browsing animals find it hard to get a good feed from this plant

because the small leaves are hidden within a tangle of stems.

Horopito/pepper leaf
These leaves have a peppery taste that browsing animals
don’t like.

Horoeka/lancewood
Browsing animals don’t want to eat the hard, jagged leaves of

this juvenile tree.
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Plant Bingo – Sheet ThreePlant Bingo – Sheet ThreePlant Bingo – Sheet ThreePlant Bingo – Sheet ThreePlant Bingo – Sheet Three

Käpuka/broadleaf
Sometimes this tree grows as an epiphyte.

It sends roots from where it is perching down into
the soil.

Peka-waka/orchid
This epiphyte (perching plant) has thick, spongy roots that
help it store water.

Makawe/hanging spleenwort
This fern grows as an epiphyte (or perching plant).

Its leaves have a waxy coating that stops them from drying
out too quickly.
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Recipes for Activity 9: The Forest as a Pharmacy

Explore the healing properties of native plants

Drovers’ Choice

Harakeke/flax sap is a soothing antiseptic that can safely be used on eczema, minor wounds and
pimples.  It is a remedy that has never fallen out of use and was especially valued by drovers, who
suffered chafing from long hours in the saddle.  Hunters and trampers today use it to treat blisters.
Sections of softened leaf can be used protect feet from rubbing boots.

Harakeke sap looks like raw egg white, though it may be tacky and golden brown in dry
conditions.  Sap should be collected from the outer leaves only (to protect the health of the plant),
either by cutting the leaf at the base, or by bleeding sap from a cut made in the same area.

Tea tree tea

Mänuka tea is soothing and antibacterial and can help you recover from a cold.  Steep one
teaspoonful of leaves per cup of boiling water for five minutes.  Sweeten with mänuka honey.

Mänuka mist

Make a vapour bath to ease breathing when you have head or chest cold by pouring boiling water
over handfuls of clean mänuka leaves in a flat bottomed saucepan.  Each student can take a turn at
draping a towel over his or her head and the bowl and breathing in the vapour.

Warning - the water needs to be very hot for the oils to be released, so students not using the
vapour bath should stand well back.

Antiseptic salve

Making this recipe involves some cost and quite a bit of mess, but the result is a salve that really
will relieve itching and help minor wounds to heal quickly.

To make twenty 50 gram pots of salve you will need

1 litre of oil (preferably olive oil)

120 grams of beeswax, grated  - available from craft supply shops

15 mls of pure (100%) mänuka oil - available from some chemists and
health shops

Several handfuls of plantain leaves – look for them on pasture,
lawns and school grounds.  Both native and introduced plantain
are used in traditional Mäori medicine.  Chickweed (not
traditionally used) can be used to similar effect in the
winter when plantain is unavailable.  For best results
gather leaves on a dry morning before the day
becomes too hot.

20 plastic screw top pots – available from plastic
goods suppliers and chemists (alternatively, ask
students to recycle and bring empty cosmetic pots from
home).

Method

Place the oil in a preserving pan or very large saucepan and add as many dry, clean leaves and
stems as you can keep submerged. Heat the oil to a very gentle simmer for two hours.

Carefully strain off the oil and discard the leaves (wring the oil out of them once they have cooled).
The oil will keep in a cool place if you are not able to make the salve in one day.

Return the oil to the pan and add the beeswax.  Stir over a low heat until the wax has dissolved.

Remove from the heat and allow to cool for several minutes.  Before the mixture begins to set, stir
in the mänuka oil.  Decant into jars.

Students should design and make their own labels for the pots of salve. Labels should include
product name, purpose and ingredients.

Cuckoo - piripiriwharauroa
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Contacts

Department of Conservation
PO Box 743, Invercargill
Ph (03) 211 2400, Fax (03) 214 4486
Email invercargill@goc.govt.nz  Website www.doc.govt.nz

Resources

Topographical map 260 E45 Winton

Geographical Map of New Zealand sheet 24

Geology

Made Under Southland – The Story of Southland Fossils, by Lloyd Esler

Human History

Forest Hill 1861 – 1878 by Duncan McNeil. Available in the reference section of the Invercargill
Public Library.

The Welcome of Strangers. An ethnohistory of southern Mäori A.D. 1650-1850, by Athol Anderson.
University of Otago Press.

Possums

Comprehensive, curriculum linked Possum Buster kit available through Environment Southland

Medicinal Plants

Koro’s Medicine (childrens’ story book), by Melanie Drewery Huia. ISBN 1-86969-102-4.

Sustainability

See Change. Learning and Education for Sustainability. ISBN 1-877274-12-7. Produced by the
Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment. Available on line www.pce.govt.nz

EnviroShcools.  What is an EnviroSchool?  Find out about the positive actions that schools are
taking by visiting www.enviroschools.org.nz

Visit the Department of Conservation website  www.doc.govt.nz for activities like ‘Build a Tree’, an
activity that will help students understand how a tree functions, and ‘Possum Picnic’, a great game
for energetic groups.

Dunnock

Bellbird
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Links

The following websites may be of interest:

www.crownminerals.govt.nz

www.doc.govt.nz Tells you what the Department of Conservation does and has general information
about conservation and more about DOC sites, along with resources for events like Sea Week,
Conservation Week and Arbor Day.

www.nzaee.org.nz New Zealand Association for Environmental Education has a comprehensive
directory of sources of information available on-line.

www.projectcrimson.org.nz This is an organisation that works to protect and promote our native
rätä and pohutukawa trees.

www.eco.org.nz ECO is an umbrella for environmental groups and has links to these organisations
at its website.

www.kiwirecovery.org.nz Find out what is happening in the efforts to save our national symbol.

 www.käkäpo.org.nz Gives the latest on käkäpo conservation.

www.forest-bird.org.nz New Zealand’s largest non- governmental conservation group. Includes a
club for primary school aged students.

www.learnz.org.nz An interactive site for tracking the progress of adventures in some of our most
interesting natural areas.

www.conservationvolunteers.org.nz New Zealand Trust for Conservation Volunteers gives details
of opportunities for voluntary work in the environmental area.

www.gns.cri.nz Takes you into the geological and nuclear science institute for excellent earth
science information.

www.tuitime.org.nz The NZ Ecological Society’s interactive programme about native tui for school
pupils.

www.mfe.govt.nz Ministry for the Environment explains how to calculate your ecological footprint.

Pigeon - kererü/kukupä


